
Welcome to the 8-bit game of Pixel Heroes. In this game superheroes battle villains across 
the city of Pixopolis but some of the pixel blocks have been busted! The heroes need your 
help to add the pixels back into the levels so that they can defeat the villains once and for all.

You’ll need to use different skills in each section to complete the levels for the game.

GET READY, PLAYER 1

Character Builder
Power up the hero or villain by copying the mini pixel pic to the larger grid. 
Use the pixel palette to select the right colours, and then build the blocks to 
form each character.

Freeplay
This section is for you to build your own 
characters, props and battles. You could 
imagine more battles between your favourite 
heroes and villains or even create your own. You 
could build yourself as a hero or villain, too!

Byte Boxes
Check out the handy Byte Boxes 
for tips and ideas on what you 
could pixel in the Freeplay section.

Battle
The game has started and the hero and villain are locked in battle.  
Use the mini pixel pic to build the characters into the scene by  
precisely pixeling each block. 

Pixel Palette
You’ll need these colours to complete the pixel pictures 
in this book. Line up your pencils, and then start building 
blocks by colouring in the pixel squares.

Try making lighter or darker tones of each colour by 
pressing softer or harder with your pencils.

If you’re feeling adventurous you could choose your own 
colours to pixel in the different characters.



STRONGO MAN ROCKO
Is it a bird? Is it a plane? No, it’s Strongo Man, the leader of the 
Pixopolis Superhero Squad! Some say that without his green pants, 
Strongo Man is powerless. 

Copy the mini pixel pic of Strongo Man into the grid below as he 
flies above the city of Pixopolis.

Blocky, stocky Rocko might have rocks in his head but his rock-hard 
muscles make him Strongo Man’s arch nemesis. This villain is really 
good at smashing things, but not great at anything else. 

Build the blocks by copying the mini pixel pic to create Rocko.



STRONGO MAN VS ROCKO
Strongo Man spots Rocko causing trouble in Volcano Valley. Rocko is throwing his weight (and 
some rocks) around! Luckily Strongo Man can blast the rocks with his super strength.

Copy the mini pixel pics to build the 
battle between these two foes.



WOWGIRL GOTHMAN
This hero is also a woman of mystery. So mysterious is Wowgirl 
that nobody knows what her powers are. What we do know is, 
every time she uses her super powers people shout ‘WOW!’. Any 
ideas what they could be? 

Copy the pixel pic to find out!

Super villain Gothman may look down in the dumps, but he has 
the power to turn objects into darkness. He’s not really the type to 
enjoy a quiet walk in the park. Perhaps he’s up to something. 

Add Gothman into the park scene below by copying the pixel pic. 



WOWGIRL VS GOTHMAN
We knew Gothman was up to no good. He’s trying to turn everything in the park into 
darkness! Can Wowgirl’s powerful lightbeam stop Gothman’s darkness ray? 

Add the characters to this scene to see 
who’s going to win this battle.



BRAINBOT DR TERROR
This robotic superhero has the mightiest intellect in the entire 
pixel galaxy. He can outwit the most cunning villains… providing 
he remembers to charge his batteries. 

Copy this pixelated superhero into the scene below.

Mad scientist and super villain Dr Terror is terrifyingly terrible. 
Terrible as in really terrible at thinking. So the most original name 
he could think of was Dr Terror! 

Build the blocks below by copying the pixel pic to bring Dr Terror 
to pixelated life.



BRAINBOT VS DR TERROR
Brainbot has entered Dr Terror’s lab to try to stop one of his terrible schemes. Will Brainbot 
be able to out-think the mad scientist before he uses his shrink ray?

Copy the pixel pics to add Brainbot 
and Dr Terror to the battle below.



NINJA GRAN LORD BEASTLEY
By day, this hero hobbles to the nearest supermarket to get her 
groceries. By night she is a ninja crime-fighting OAP! Few villains 
will risk getting in the way of her deadly spinning weapons. 

Pixel Ninja Gran in to the scene below by copying the pixel pic.

Half-human, half-wolf, this rogue will chase after anything he sees, 
including his own tail. Is Lord Beastley a true villain, or is he just 
misunderstood? 

Build Lord Beastley into the scene by copying the mini pixel pic.



NINJA GRAN VS LORD BEASTLEY
Reports of Lord Beastley running wild at the ice-rink have reached Ninja Gran.  
Will Ninja Gran’s gift of a woolly jumper warm the beast inside this villain?

Copy the pixel pics to build the 
characters in to the chilly scene below.



MEGAMOUSE NEPTUNE NIGEL
This mighty rodent is the product of Dr Terror’s experiments 
and hours of tireless training. He escaped Dr Terror’s lab and 
now fights crime… when he’s not eating cheese. 

Copy the pixel pic of Megamouse in to the grid below. Squeak!

Nigel is a mysterious green alien with mind-control powers, which  
he uses to stop people realising that back on his planet he’s just a 
normal alien. Somehow he’s managed to sneak into the space base! 

Pixel Neptune Nigel in to the scene below.



MEGAMOUSE VS NEPTUNE NIGEL
Neptune Nigel is trying to steal one of the Pixopolis Space Agency’s rockets. Luckily 
Megamouse, with the strength of a million mice, is around to try to stop him!

Copy the pixel pics to add Megamouse 
and Neptune Nigel to the scene below.



THUMPA POLLYANNA
This well-mannered young lady transforms into a mighty 
superhero every time she says “Wednesday”. Thumpa loves 
thumping on the ground, creating bone-trembling earthquakes! 

Copy the pixel pic and build Thumpa in to the scene below.

The permanently perky Pollyanna can sing in a pitch so high, even 
dogs are deafened. Trouble is… she thinks she’s the next big star! 

Perfectly pixel Pollyanna into the scene below by copying the 
pixel pic block-by-block.



THUMPA VS POLLYANNA
Only one person came to Pollyanna’s first concert. Luckily that person was Thumpa. Will her 
quake be enough to stop Pollyanna from singing in a deadly pitch? 

Block your ears and copy Pollyanna and 
Thumpa into the concert hall below.



BOWSER THE FLEA
There’s more to this super-pooch than meets the eye, especially 
when he’s travelling by rocket. He’s friendly and a bit dribbly but 
will always save the day. 

Copy the pixel pic of Bowser into the grid below to build this 
superhero hound.

If The Flea were any larger he’d be seriously scary. Luckily his 
micro size means his micro plots are easily squished, unless he 
makes you itch. 

Pixel The Flea in to the grid below by copying the mini pixel pic.



BOWSER VS THE FLEA
Reports reach Bowser of a giant bug running around Pixopolis School. The Flea has reversed 
Dr Terror’s shrink ray and has grown to a terrifying size. Poor Bowser must be feeling itchy!

Copy the pixel pics to add The Flea and 
Bowser to the scene below.



FREEPLAY
Create your own game levels on these blank pages. You could use the 
superheroes and villains that you’ve already met, or invent your own. 

Pixel yourself as a 
superhero. What’s 
your super power?

FREEPLAY



FREEPLAY
Build a blocky background by copying the 
scenery from the character and battle pages.

Build a blocky 
superhero animal 
just like Bowser.


